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ABSTRACT

To investigate the effects of work group structure on measures of organizational

behavior, questionnaire data from employees in a department characterized by

complex, unstable work group structure and variable supervisory reporting rela-

tionships were compared with data from similar employees in two departments

characterized by stable work group structure and constant supervisory reporting

relationships. Employees in unstable structure reported lower levels of peer

leadership, higher levels of intervening variables pertaining to the organiza-

tion as a whole, and greater satisfaction with the company. There were no

differences bctt;een those in stable and those in unstable structure en reported

levels of supervisory leadership, general working conditions, intervening

variables pertaining to the work group, and mental health. The findings are

interpreted as indicating that work group structure can be more costly to the

organization than the lack of stable work group structure. Another possibility

is that unstable structure triggers development of coping mechInisms that

facilitate interaction across subunit boundaries, increasing linkage. Other

interpretations and implications of the findings are discussed.
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THE EFFECTS OF WORK GROUP STRUCTURE ON SOCIAL
PSYCHOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF THE HUMAN ORGANIZATION

Likert (1961) has summarized a considerable body of evidence supporting

the conclusion that the quality of interaction process in face-to-face work

groups is an important determinant of organizational performance (Chapter 3).

A basic principle in Likert's System 4 management is that the superior must

supervise his subordinates as a group. The small peer group is the immediate

context within which supportive relationships and high performance goals an

be most effectively established. These face-to-face work groups become the

building blocks of a Systfo 4 organization. Although in moving toward

System 4 it is essential to establish an effective interaction-influence system

by carefully designing multiple linkage among the work groups, the work groups

themselves r.iust exist first. They are tk basic unit. In Likert's words,

"The effectiveness of the interaction-influence system of an
organization and the capacity of this system to deal with
difficult problems depend upon the effectiveness of the work
groups of which the structure consists and upon the extent
to which multiple linkage is provided" (1961, p. 181,
italics added).

Any organizational design that did not provide for strong, stable, face-

to-face work groups would be in violation of System 4 principles. Group

methods of supervision would be impossible, and interpersonal communication

and influence would consequently decline. Decision making, performance

goals, motivation, group loyalty, and other intervening variables (Likert,

1967, p.76) would decrease, followed eventually by a cl,.op in end-result

variables like production, earnings, satisfaction, and mental health.
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A different view of the social structure of future organizations is

presented by Bennis (1966):

"The key word will be "temporary"; there will be adaptive, rapidly
changing temporary systems. These will be organized around
problems-to-be-solved. The problems will be solved by groups of
relative strangers who represent a set of diverse professional
skills. The groups will be conducted on organic rather than
mechanical models; they will evolve in response to the problem
rather than programmed role expectations.,.

Adaptive, temporary systems of diverse specialists, solving
problems, linked together by coordinating and task-evaluative
specialists, in organic flux, will gradually replace bureaucracy
as we know it... Let us call this an organic-adaptive structure"
(p. 12, italics in original).

Although Bennis only briefly sketches his picture of future organiza-

tional structure, it is possible to compare it to Likert's formulations.

Both stress the importance of social relations within the organization,

technical competance, adaptability, problem-solving, and coordination.

Both mention the necessity of linkages. Perhaps the major difference

between Likert and Bennis is that Bennis does not regard the stable work

group as an essential ingredient in the building of the organization.

This contrasts sharply with Likert's notion of the work group. In describ-

ing the properties of "the ideal highly effective group," Likert writes that

"The group has been in existence sufficiently long to have developed a well-

established, relaxed working relationship among all its members" (1961,

p. 166).

The line seems clearly drawn between Bennis' organization of the future

and Likert's ideal organizational structure. Although it is impossible to

study future and ideal organizations empirically, continuous-process

industry provides conditions which allow an empirical examination of these

structural issues. System 4 conceptions lead to the general hypothesis that

the state of the intervening variables will be higher in a department

comrosed of close knit work groups than in a similar department lacking this

work group structure. From the organic-adaptive model is derived the

general hypothesis that a department without stable work group structure may

be higher in the level of intervening variables,

One exception to the organic-adaptive hypothesis is proposed by Bennis.

In his own words,
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"There will be, as well, reduced commitment to work groups. These
groups...will be transient and changing While, skills in human
interaction will become more important because of the necessity of
collaboration in complex tasks, there will be a concomitant
reduction in group cohesiveness. I would predict that in the
organic adaptive system, people will have to learn to develop
quick and intense relationships on the job and to endure their loss"
(p. 13).

Thus, in regard to commitment to work group and group cohesiveness, the

organic-adaptive prediction deviates in direction from the general organic-

adaptive hypothesis stated above, and is in agreement with the System 4

hypothesis.

A final hypothesis derives from research on organizational stress.

Kahn, Wolfe, Quinn, Snoek, and Rosenthal (1964) studied stress as a consequence

of role conflict and role ambiguity. They found a positive relationship

between ambiguity and stress (tension) and a negative relationship with

satisfaction. In the present study, objective ambiguity was defined

structurally. A situation of no stable work group structure was regarded as

apt to generate greater role ambiguity than one with a work group structure.

This will become clearer when the research site is described below. Thus, it

was hypothesized that lack of stable work group structure will be associated

with higher job-related tension and lower job satisfaction.
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METHOD

Site and Respondents

Data relevant to the hypotheses were collected as part of a larger

longitudinal study of organizational change in a major American oil refinery.

The maintenance division of this refinery has one department that is differ-

ent from the others in that its employees, labeled "plannables," constitute

a manpower pool with no permanent work group structure. The scheduling of

the work done by this department is unpredictable. Men are assigned to jobs

on an ad hoc basis, with frequent job changes according to refinery needs.

They may spend several months or only a few days on any one job assignment.

A plannable's coworkers change frequently Instead of working within

the framework of a stable work group, he works with whichever. other employees

happen to get assigned to work with him, A plannable works under many

different supervisors, depending on what job he has been given, for any

limited span of time. The complexity of the plannable arrangement was

demonstrated by the lack of agreement, or actual confusion, revealed among

refinery managers in answering fairly clear and straightforward questions

about the plannables.

In contrast to the fluid situation of the plannables, the assigned wage-

earners have permanently assigned posts in their departments, work in fairly

stable work groups, and have enduring reporting relationships with their

supervisors. The permanent nature of their work assignments gives the

assigneds more of the small group character described by Likert. The plan-

nables' fluid work relationships are closer to the organic-adaptive

structure described by Bennis.

Since the plannables and assigneds are part of the same division and are

bath located at the same geographical location, they share a common organiza-

tional culture and are open to much the same contextual influences. Although

plannables are more broadly skilled due to their familiarity with a wider

range of jobs, the assigneds are more skilled in the particular jobs that

they perform. These similarities make it convenient to compare these two

classes of employees,

6
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Unfortunately, in the opinion of a sample of supervisors who work with

both types of employee, plannable work is heavier and dirtier, assigned

posts are more desirable and generally involve greater skill and responsi-

bility. These opinions were solicited by a brief exploratory questionnaire

prior to the analysis of the results of the main study. This was done in

an attempt to clarify certain key points which various managerial informants

reported differently in early scouting interviews. Plannable and assigned

supervisors were chosen to fill out the preliminary questionnaire by an

internal change agent on the basis of their familiarity with plannable and

assigned wage-earners. Table 1 summarizes these managerial opinions.

The differences reported in Table 1, as well as the structural differences

outlined above, may have contributed to differences obtained in the social

psychological measurements made. This problem will be discussed further

after the results are presented.

The independent variable was thus work group structure. This study was

not experimental since no variable was manipulated. The populations

examined had become structurally dissimilar as a result of "natural" causes

years before the investigator arrived on the scene.

Data for the main body of the study were collected from 151 plannables

in one department and 582 assigned employees in two departments.

Measures

Machine scorable paper-and-pencil questionnaires were administered

throughout the refinery during one week in the Spring of 1968. Employees

in this maintenance division filled out the instrument on company time. The

questionnaire was composed of 112 "core" items developed at the Institute

for Social Research for use in longitudinal research in organizatIons. In

addition, 43 experimental questions, not included in the present analysis,

were appended in this particular administration of the instrument. Items

are answered by selecting an alternative on a Likert scale.

The questionnaire is designed t) tap causal, intervening, and end-result

variables in order to measure the impact of supervisory practices upon the

behavior of subordinates and eventually, upon organizational outcomes.

The three classes of variables can be briefly defined as follows:
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Causal variables include those which can be altered by the organizatiol

and its management and which determine the course of developments within an

organization and the results achiev d by it. In the present study the causal

variables measured by means of the questionnee include malq:cierrnt's

leadership strategies, skills, and behavior

Intervening variables reflect Ole quality of the internal functioning

of the organization. They include the amount anJ quality of leadership

behavior occurring among peers at all levels in the organization, their

motivations, and their collective capacity for effective communication,

decision making, coordination, and control.

The end-result variables are the dependent variables which reflect the

achievements of the organization, such as its productivity, costs, eamings,

and the satisfactions it provides to its members. Productivity and related

performance data were not available for the present analysis, but question-

naire measures of employee satisfaction provide some indiution of results.

being achieved in maintaiiihg the loyalty and commitment of the organiza-

tion's members.

The level or condition of the intervening variables is produced largely

by the causal variables. The intervening variables in turn have an effect

on the end-result variables. These causal relationships occur over extended

spans of time. For further elaboration of these variables see Likert (1967).

For the questions pertaining to the leadership dimensions of support,

goal emphasis, work facilitation, and interaction facilitation, each

respondent is asked to tell 1) how it is now, and 2) how he would like it to

be. These dimensions are defined by Bowers and Seashore (1967) as follows:

1, Support: behavior which serves the function of increasing or
maintaining the indivickal member's sense of personal worth and
importance in the context of group activity;

2. Interaction Facilitation: behavior which serves the function of
creating or maintaining a network of interpersonal rCations
among members of the work group;

3. Goal Ftpkasis: behavior which serves the function of creating,
changing, clarifying, or gaining member acceptance of group goals;

4. Work Facilitation: behavior which serves to provide effective
work methods, facilities, and technology for the accomplishment
of group goals.
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Bowers and Seashore (1966) have reported evidence of the usefulness of

these leadership dimensions in predicting some aspects of organizational

effectiveness.

Appendix A is the questionnaire use. The item numbers used in report-

ing the data in the next section correspond to the numbers of the questions

in Appendix A.

10
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RESULTS

Mean scores and variances were computed for each item for plannables

and assigneds separately. Indices were formed for major causal, intervening,

and end-result variables by clustering different items that measure the same

variable. Differences between plannables and assigruis were tested for

significance by means of two-tailed t-tests. Below the differences and

similarities are analyzed in detail. The data are organized in a sequence

of causal, intervening, and end-result variables, in an attempt to facilitate

the perception of a consistent pattern.

Causal Variables

Figure 1 shows the mean responses for plannables and assigneds to a

total of 13 items comprising four supervisory leadership indices. The bars

in the graph show that the assigneds scored higher on all three supervisory

support questions, and the plannables scored higher on the three supervisory

ial emphasis items.

Perhaps this reflects a difference in time perspective. Since assigned

supervisors have a long-term relationship with their subordinates, and support

is most useful for building up a successful extended collaborative relation-

ship, immediate goals are not pushed as hard. On the other hand, knowing

that his relationship with any particular grouping of subordinates is highly

circumscribed in time might lead the plannable supervisor to lay greater

emphasis on immediate goal achievement and to regard support as secondary

since it is an investment whose pay-off will go to someone other than himself.

The above is highly speculative and should be considered together with the

other findings reported here, since none of these differences is large enough

to reach statistical significance.

There is no interpretable pattern in the four items comprising the

supervisory work facilitation index. However, there is a fairly large and

highly significant difference between plannables and assigneds in response

to the question "To what extent does your supervisor show you how to improve

your performance?" Table 2 shows that when asked to what extent they would

11
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TABLE 2

11

Comparison of Mean Scores of Plannables to Assigneds on Item 50

Plannables Assigneds Difference

Actual 2.86 3.23 -0.37*

Ideal 3.86 3.99 -0.13 ns

Gap
1.00* .76*

*
F1/4.01

Q. 50: To what extent does your supervisor show you how to
improve your performance?

13
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tike their supervisors to show them hcw to improve their performance, the

plannables' mean response was a whole point higher than their response to

how it is now, where as the assigneds mean response to the ideal was only

.76 higher than their ideal. Thus, the plannables perceive a greater gap

between the way things are now and the way they would like them to be than

do the assigneds on this item. In the preliminary questionnaire, Table 1

shows that 19 out of 22 supervisors agreed that assigneds have a higher

level of technical skill and 24 out of 25 supervisors reported that assigneds

have greater capacity for doing good work when not closely supervised. Yet

the plannables more than the assigneds feel that their supervisors do not

show them how, to improve their performance. This might be a result of the

lack of stable relationships among plannables, so that opportunities for

training or sharing of skills are limited.

The Supervisory Interaction Facilitation Index in Figure 1 shows that

although assigned supervisors .icourage (insignificantly) more teamwork and

exchange of ideas among their subordinates, plannable supervisors hold group

meetings significantly more often. Considering the structural situation of

the plannables, however, it is not surprising that plannables have more

group meetings. Since the temporary arl changing nature of plannable group-

ings does not allow for the development of a group tradition, or automatic

performance of role behavior, frequent meetings would seem to be much less

dispensable there than in the assigned situation where changes occur less

frequently and past ways of doing things more readily transfer from one time

period to the next. Thus, one interpretation of the finding that plannables

have more frequent meetings is that meeting is a necessity imposed on them

by their more complexly structure situation. Another possible explanation

is that the assigned supervisors do not take full advantage of their work

group setup by having more frequent group meetings. Both of these explana-

tions will be developed more fully below as more data are considered.

The data in Figure 1, taken as a whole, show that overall there are

not large and consistent differences between plannable and assigned super-

visiOn. In contrast, the data in Figure 2 show consistent and significant

differences between plannable and assigned peer leadership measures. The

peer leadership indices and the items used to measure them parallel those

pertaining to supervisory leadership behavior just discissed.
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Figure 2 shows that the assigneds are higher in all eleven items

measuring peer leadership, and significantly higher in five of them,

including all three items measuring peer interaction facilitation. It can

be argued that this consistent superiority of the assigneds over the plan-

nables in peer leadership, and especially in interaction facilitation, is a

consequence of the structural differences between thrim, The face-to-face

work group provides the assigneds with a medium through which they can

exercise peer leadership, particularly regarding their interaction facilita-

tion. But plannables, lacking the work group medium, cannot readily

facilitate their own interaction, Therefore, plannable supervisors must

furnish a medium; one such medium is she more frequent meetings they hold.

However, the consistently lower values for plannables on peer support, goal

emphasis, work facilitation, and interaction facilitation indicate that the

group meeting is not as effective as a stable work group structure in

fostering peer leadership. Also, as pointed out above, Figure 1 shows that

having more group meetings did not make the plannables think that their

supervisors encourage more team work or encourage their subordinates to

exchange ideas to a greater extent than did the assigneds.

Item 64 shows a highly significant difference that parallels its

supervisory leadership counterpart. Thus, neither supervisors nor peers show

plannables how to improve their performance to as great an extent as assigneds.

Figure 3 shows the results for an index combining three items that

measure the extent to which supervisors employ group methods of supervision.

The differenes are small and none is statistically significant. These data

support the explanation above that assigned supervisors do not utilize their

work groups as a setting in which to employ group methods to dip into group

resources. The alternative explanation, that plannables use group methods

despite the lack of a stable face-to-face group structure, cannot be dismissed

on the basis of present data, The finding that plannables have more frequent

group meetings supports the latter exolanation. Of course, blth explanations

could be valid, each ore operatIng so as to mitigate the discrepancy between

plannables and assigneds that might have been predicted solely on the basis

of the structural difference.

Employee:, were asked what they thought their Immediate supervisors meeded

in order to be a better manager. Figure 4 shows that in two of seven such
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items the plannables perceived significantly less deficiency on the part of

their supervisors. The assigneds more than the plannables feel their super-

visors lack a situation that lets them do what they already know how to do

and want to do, and need more interest and concern for their subordinates.

The other five items in Figure 4 do not show significant differences.

The fluidity of structure in the plannable situation as compared to the

assigned work group structure might explain why plannables see less need for

a more free situation for their supervisors. Their situation is already more

free than that of the assigned supervisors, since plannable supervisors, like

their subordinates, are a pool of floaters without clear-cut work group

structure.

The greater need for supervisory interest and concern reported by assigned

subordinates is consistent with the data in Figure 5 showing that plannables

scored significantly higher on two out of three questions asking about

perceived managerial concern for employee welfare. (It should be borne in

mind, however, that the referent of the questions in Figure 5 is the company

rather than the immediate supervisor,) Apparently assigned supervisors are

not utilizing the work group situation to show more concern for their

subordinates.

The one item in which there is no significant difference between planna-

bles and assigneds in the Managerial Concern IndeA asks about the extent to

which the company tries to improve general "workng conditions." As the data

in Figures 6 and 7 show, none of the questions regarding technology and

general administration yielded significant differences. It will be recalled

that a similar item in Figure 4 concerning supervisors' ability to handle

technical and administrative aspects of their jobs did not differ sigeficantly.

Nor was there a significant difference on the items shown in Table 3 concerning

level of peers' and supervisors' technical skill.

Mann's (1965) concept of skill mix is useful here, The data show that

the level of technical and administrative components of managerial behavior

are perceived similarly by plannables and assigneds. The differences between

perceptions of plannables and assigneds are all in the human, relations or

social psychological components of managerial behavior. We now turn to an

analysis of the intervening variables to see what some of the consequences

are--and are not--of the structural difference between plannable and

assigned organization

1 C3/4
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Comparison of Plannable and Assigned Mean Scores on
Items Concerning Technical Skill of Peers and Supervisors

Plannables Assigneds Difference

Item 4

Item 41

3.80

3.53

3.90

3.56

-.10 n.s

-.03 n.s

Q. 4: To what extent do persons in your workgroup know what
their jobs are and know hc.1 to do them well?

Q. 41: To what extent does your supervisor handle well the
technical side of his job--for example, general exnert-
ness, knowledge of job, technical skills needed in his
profession or trade?

22
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Intervening Variables

The similarity of mean responses of assigneds and plannables to the items

shown in Table 4 indicates that the higher values of the assigneds on the

peer leadership items were not followed by higher scores on the extent to

which they report that work group members plan together and coordinate their

efforts, make decisions and problem-solve we ., and feel ikey belong to a

working team. Nor do they rate ,eir work group higher in perceived overall

effectiveness. These incongruities will be discussed below.

Figure 8 shows that the plannables scored higher on both items included

in the Conflict Handling Index. Thus, plannables were more likely to say that

disagreement: are accepted as desirable and are worked through, whereas

assigneds were more likely to say that conflict is sometimes avoided or

suppressed. Similarly, plannables were more likely to say that problems

between departments are worked out at the level where they appear, or get

resolved higher up in the organization, whereas the assigneds were more likely

tr say that such problems wurk themselves out over time, or never get resolved

at all.

The data in Figure 8 might be evidence that work group structure is not

enough to guarantee effective conflictrhandling. Indeed, work group structure

may hinder conflict resolution. Another possibility is that there is much

more conflict built into the plannable role due to its uncertain structure,

and that this has led to Adapting better ways of handling such conflicts by

the plannables. This cannot be determined from the data collected.

The latter explanation might be applied also to the data on interdepart-

mental Loordination in Figure 9. The plannables exceed the assigneds in all

three alms, the differences being significant in two of them. It seems

reasonable to expect that the complexities of coordination generated by the

plannable structure would either cause severe disruptions and inefficiencies,

or stimulate learning of highly effective ways of dealing with problems of

coordination.

The other explanation for the lower scores of the assigneds on several

of these indices would be that work group structure is dysfunctional for

certain interverirg variables that involve relationships with other organi-

zational units outside of the face-to-face work group.
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TABLE 4

Comparison of Mean Responses of Plannables and Assigneds to Questions
Measuring Intervening Variables Relevant to Peer Group Functioning

item No. Plannables Assigneds Difference

10 3.22 3.32 -.10 n.s.

71 3.65 3.70 -.05 n.s.

72 3.61 3.74 -.13 n.s.

8n 3.89 3.94 -.OE. n.s.

Q. 70: To what extent do members of your work group plan together
and coordinate their efforts?

Q. 11: To what extent does your work group make good decisions
and solve problems well?

Q. 72: To what extent do you feel that you and the other persons
in your work group belong to a team that works together?

Q. 80: On the basis of your experience and information, how would
you rate your work group on effectiveness? How well does
is do in fulfilling its mission or achieving its goals ill
:omparison with other work groups in the company?
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The same interpretations might be applied to the only question in the

Communication Index that yielded a significant difference, graphed in Figure 10.

The unstable plaanable structure might be expected to present serious obstacles

to effective communication, when compared to the more stable assigned work

group structure. The plannables might have adopted means of communication that

overcome these obstacles. Or the work group structure of the assigneds might

interfere with communication with other departments and shifts. The plannables

feel that they get significantly more adequate information about what goes on

in other departments or on other shifts. In spite of what would appear to be

structural advantages of work groups for establishing adequate communication,

the data in Figure 10 show that the assigneds do not significantly differ from

the plannables in upward communication, downward communication, and rorizontal

communication within the work group. In the next sectior, these "significant

similarities" between the plannables and assigheds will be discussed core

fully.

The Motivation Index (Figure 11) and the Decision-Making Index (Figure 12)

each have une item on which the plannables significantly exceed the assigneds.

Thus, the plannahles feel to a greater extent than the assigneds that people,

policies, or conditions encourage them to work hard. But there is no differ-

ence between plannables and assigneds on enjoyment of job-task performance,

looking forward to coming to work, and the number of motives that make people

work hard. The plannables feel that decision makers are more aware of problems

at lower levels in the company, but plannables and assigneds do not differ

significantly in the extent to which they report lower level participation in

decision making.

The index composed of three questions measuring trust climate also shows

significant similarities. Figure 13 shows no significant differences between

plannables and assigneds in hierarchical trust. Even more meaningful is the

lack of a reported difference in confidence and trust in the work group.

Organizational Control is the total amount of influence exercised over

what goes on in an organization. It is measured by asking respondents to

describe the amount of influence exercised by each of several hierarchical

levels in the organization. Total control has been found (Tannenbaum:. 1968)

to correlate with measures of organizational effectiveness. The distribution

of control indicates the relative amount of influence exercised ty different

27
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hierarchical levels Figure 14 shows that the plannables and assigneds reported

virtually the same amount of total control, but differed in significantly the

distribution of control. The plannables attributed less say or influence to

the first level of 3upervision and more say or influence to top management.

It is not surprising that the diffuse and changing plannable structure

should be associated with attribution of less control to first-level supervi-

sion, since tight control by a supervisor under such structural ccnditions would

be much more elusive, Perhaps the reduced control at this level is made up for

by the leng-range planning and scheduling of work for plannables by higher

'_vets of management. This may explain the significantly greater influence

attributed to top management by plannables than by assigneds. This difference

is especially interesting since the top manag.trent of the plannables and

assigneds is made up of the same persons. The plannable and assigned depart-

ments are part of the same division, and are capstoned by the same higher

management.

Finally, Figure 15 shows that the plannables report feeling significantly

greater loyalty to the company and significantly greater responsibility to

help achieve the success of the company. These results should be compared to

the supervisory data reported in Table 1, showing that 21 out of 24 supervi-

sors consider the assigneds higher in ability to accept responsibility, 19 out

of 20 regard the assigneds as higher in loyalty to the company, and 21 out of

22 supervisors report that plannables have greater concerr. for doing a good job.

End-Result Variables

Figure 16 shows that the plannables reported being significantly more

satisfied with the company. This fits well with the Commitment to Company

findings in Figure 15. The dip in satisfaction with pay is typical in

industrial organizations. However, the lack of difference between plannables

and assigneds in satisfaction with work group is another "significant

similarity" to be considered below.

Figure 17 shows no significant differences on two items included in the

questionnaire to measure mental health.
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A pattern

Several consistencies emerge from these data. These are summarized

briefly here, and dealt with in the next sect-on.

The assigneds are higher in peer leadership, while there is no clear

pattern in supervisory leadership.

Items dealing with technology, administration, skill levels, and genera)

working conditions yield no differences.

The plannables exceed the assigneds on all eleven significantly different

intervening variables; the assigneds score higher on none.

Of the eleven significant intervening variables, six refer directly to

the company, three concern affairs between departments, one asks about "things

about working here." Thus, the plannables scored higher than the assigned3 in

system-wide variables.

Plaunables and assigneds did not differ significantly in any intervening

variables that are directly relevant to the face-to-face work group.

Plannables were higher in satisfaction with the company. No other end-

result variable differed significantly.
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The only consistent difference found in the causal variables was that

the assigneds surpassed the plannables in all peer leadership items, and

significantly in several of them. However, this finding can be almost

regarded as a minimal requisite for continued acceptance of the question-

naire as a valid measuring instrument. On the basis of what was known about

structural differences from exploratory observation of the site, had certain

differences-.:especially in the causal variables--not been detected, then the

validity of the questionnaire would have been cast into serious doubt.

The System 4 Hypothesis

The data on the intervening and end-result variables are more relevant

to the hypotheses of interest since these variables are expected to be

influenced by causal variables. The finding that the assigneds, who surpass'

the plannables in peer leadership, do not exceed them in work group relevant

intervening variables as well, seems to disconfirm the System 4 hypothesis.

The higher scores of the plannables in company-wide kinds of intervening

variables adds to the disconfirmation.

Arguing Likeres case, it could be said that what has been shown is that

a departmental structure lacking stable work groups can surpass the more

traditional work group structure with respect to certain important organiza-

tional variables. But Likert has never claimed that work, group structure

ipso facto would be a sufficient condition to move an organization toward

System 4, though he does regard it as a necessary condition.

Indeed Likert derived his System 4 formulations from a body of organiza-

tional research contrasting the most successful and the least successful

managers. In all those studies, even the least effective managers had work

groups reporting to them. None had a situation similar to the plannable

supervisors in the present study. fins. a S:stcn , explanation of the

present findings would be that merely having a stable work group structure

does not guarantee high level intervening and end-result variables. The data

are simply evidence that the assigned supervisors are not exploiting the

group resources available to them.
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This explains the lack of difference between the plannables and assigneds

on intervening variables relating directly to the work group, but not the

lower scores of the assigneds on system-wide intervening variables. To this

investigator the most reasonable interpretation of this combination of

findings is that misusing or under-using a work group structure can be more

damaging to the health of the organization, as revealed by measures of inter-

vening variables, than not having a stable work group structure at all. Work

groups lacking proper supervisory guidance are apt to be more injurious to the

interests of the organization as a whole than a comparable population, under

similar leadership, lacking a work group structure.

The Organic-Adaptive Hypothesis

The organic-adaptive hypothesis is supported by the finding that all

significant differences show the plannables higher in the level of intervening

and end-result variables. The data are mixed with respect to the specific

organic-adaptive hypothesis that plannables would have reduced group cohesive-

ness. The lower scores of the plannables on all peer leadership measures

confirm Bennis' notions. The lack of any differences in the intervening

variables discoafirms both the System 4 and the organic-adaptive hypotheses.

It should be remembered that Bennis did not claim that the organic-

adaptive model is generally more desirable, though the democracy implied by

it would be. Rather, organic-adaptive structure would be imposed on the

organization by the rapidly accelerating rate of environmental change.

The work milieu of the plannables can be regarded as such an environment.

But Bennis' ideas certainly deserve more of a test than one afforded by pitting

the plannables, who resemble in some ways organic-adaptive structure, against

a more normally constituted organizational unit, but one that shows clear

evidence of not realizing full group potential. To test Bennis' organic-

adaptive model the plannables should be compared in their level of functioning

on intervening and end-result variables to a comparable unit with stable work

group structure which is cteariy utaizing gr,up structure to a great

extent.

Another caution drawing inferences from these data to Bennis' ideas

should be noted. Bennis seemed to be writing about the consequences for the

organization brought about by rapid technological innovation Oil refineries
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are at the forefront of American industry with regard to technology. However,

the plannables cannot be called "experts" who are brought together to solve

technical problems. They are blue-collar wage earners with high school

education and technical training in some area. In short, they are mechanics.

Bennis seemed to be describing higher level employees, such as engineers or

product development planners, or market forecasters, or others whom the organ-

ization would classify as salaried managerial types instead of hourly wage-

earners. Though the plannable wage-earners are similar to the former in some

respects, they are different in others. The present analysis makes the

assumption that enough about the plannables is similar to the conditions

described by Bennis to make their comparison to the assigneds valid for

evaluating his ideas. This assumption can be disputed.

Thus, although there seems to be greater support in the data for Bennis'

ideas than for Likert's, neither hypothesis was crucially tested, in t1-..

strict meaning of the word. This is largely due to design limitations. There

is no standard for comparison of the two populations. Since they can be

compared only to each other, two explanations are possible. The assigneds

might be performing at a high level, and the plannables even higher. Or,

alternatively, the plannables may be performing poorly, and the assigneds still

worse. Since there are two populations measured at only one point in time,

the resolution of the results is not unique. This is a shortcoming inherent

in static research, and points to the general need for longitudinal designs

in organizational research.

A more crucial test of the hypotheses would be possible if efforts to

improve the intervening variables in both plannables and assigneds were under-

taken and later comparisons nude. Since for Likert the work group is an

indespensable building block for organizational development, the assigneds

should far outstrip the plannables in progress toward System 4 in an OD

program. For Bennis, the plannables should be able to keep pace on all but

group cohesiveness, but other intervening variables and overall effectiveness

should improve under the impact of a change program.

The Mental Health Hypothesis

Among the determinants of role ambiguity discussed by Kahn et al. (1964,

Chapter 5) are size and complexity of the organization, growth, and
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technological change. The refinery studied in the present investigation

is especially characterized by these sources of ambiguity. Also cited by

Kahn et al- are frequent personnel changes. In their words,

"Not only is employee turnover a general problem, but frequent transfers
and reassignments within organizations are common. The early weeks of
a person's new assignment, during which he is learning his role, are
frought with ambiguity for him....Unfortunately for the solution of
such problems, in some companies it is rare for a person and all his
role senders to remain as an intact role set for more than a few weeks
or months ac a time. Changes in the personnel of nearly every set are
sufficiently common to be the rule rather than the exception, Such
changes constitute a major source of role ambiguity" (Kahn et ca,
1964, p, 76),

The fit between this passage and the description of the plannables above is

obvious. The plannables, with greater ambiguity inherent in their fluid

structure, were not lower than the assigneds in satisfaction with the job,

and were not lower in mental health. This is a failure to replicate the

findings of Kahn et a/.

There are several possible reasons for this. First, since ambiguity is

a permanent fact of life for the plannables, they may have developed an

immunity to its effects, or a higher threshold. It may be that expecting the

unexpected reduces its stressful effects. Hypothesizing some mechanism that

handles ambiguity and mitigates its stressful effects is consistent with

earlier explanations of why the plannables do not lag behind the assigneds on

intervening variables.

Another possibility is that the aggregate conflict and ambiguity of the

assigneds, deriving in part from underutilization of group resources and

social relations, are of such a magnitude that they counterbalance the conflict

and ambiguity of the plannables, leading to no significant differences in the

measured consequences of stress. Additional data would have to be collected

in order to pin down differential sources of stress among plannables and

assigneds in order to check the validity of these explanations.

Finally, the items used here to measure job-related stress differ from

those employed by Kahn and his colleagues. Comparing our findings to theirs

is an attempt at constructive replication, i.e., the hardest kind (Lykken,

1968). Unfortunately, in the present study role ambiguity was defined

structurally only, and was not separately measured
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Manageptat /mis:/),-3pcpt.:19e1,5.

Managerial perceptions about plannables and isS;gneds, as reflected in

Table 1, conflict sharply with the thrust of the questionnaire findings.

Table 1 can be interpreted as showing a negative ha!o effect in managerial

perceptions of p,annables. (Table I might exaggerate perceived differences,

since it includes only areas covered in the preliminary questionnaire.

These areas were selected by the investigator because supervisors were unclear

about them in preliminary scouting interviews, and differences between plan-

nables and assigneds were expected. Nonetheless, it does seem clear that

supervisors regard the assigneds as better all-around employees.) This could

explain why the plannables reported being shown how to improve by their super-

visors to a lesser extent than the assigneds. Perhaps their low opinion of

their subordinates, coupled with the restricted opportunity for conLact with

them, leads plannable supervisors to neglect training, thinking that there is

not much use trying to help plannables improve,

The gap between the managerial opinions in Table 1 and the differences

revealed in the questionnaire data raises interesting and important issues.

What criteria do the employees and the supervisors use in making organt,dtion7

relevant judgments? Do supervisors peolaps resent the company-identification

of the plannables? Is this related to the kind of hostility generally

directed toward those regarded as cosmopolitans?

Differences in the perceptions of organization members by level are not

new to the industrial literature- Kahn (1958), for example, found that

persons at different levels in the company perceive the expectations and

motivations of adjacent levels predictably differently The data reported

here are different, however, in that supervisors perceive differently two

classes of employees a: the Game level, and of a magnitude that far exagger-

ates more detailed and systematically gathered Information in the main body

of the study

This negative halo effect in supervisors' attitudes toward plannables

can be explained as a structural effect Since plannable supervisors wc.k

with different subordinates from time to time, they become less acquainted

with individual employees than assigned supervisors, who can form deeper

relationships with their men over the longer tame period that they work with
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them. The more shallow acquaintance of supervisors with plannables facilitates

the formation of prejudices that don't get checked against reality. Thus, the

well-known differences in perceptions across levels, cited above, may be

accentuated in this department by the additional remoteness of plannables,

compared to assigneds, from their supervisors. And this remoteness is a

structural effect.

Hypothesizing a Coping Aschan:sm

Forehand and Gilmer (1964), in their review of the literature on studies

of the effects of environmental variation on organizational behavior, state

that though a number of studies have examined the influence of particular

organizational variables, "few attempts have been made, either before or after

the data are in, to posit a mechanism for such influence. Empirical studies,

therefore, give few clues as to the nature of such mechanisms" (p. 369).

Ii the section an attempt is made to posit such a mechanism. The existence

of a mechanism can be inferred from the findings presented in the previous

section, and was alluded to several times in presenting the data. However,

the nature of such a mechanism is not revealed by the data presented.

The plannables gave no indication of being made unumfortable by being

asked to answer questions about "your work group." During questionnaire

administration they were instructed to answer specific supervis'iry questions

about "the supervisor you worked with most during the last month." The work

group items are preceded with the following definition, printed on the question-

naire form: "In the questions below, work group means all those persons who

report to the same supervisor" This definition is adequate for most data

collection situations, but has seemingly obvious limitations for the plannables,

The problem is that it is not clear just what "your work group" meant to

the plannables, and it is possible that it did not mean the same thing to all

of them. Nevertheless, they responded coherent?y enough to yield the inter-

pretable results presented above.

The informal organization may be at work here In response to the lack

of formally constiteed work groups, one result might be for the department

to crumble. To avoid this, employees who feel loyal to the company and

perceive it as generally interested in their welfare could maintain an informal
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social structure that keeps things going. They can do this more effectively

than front-line supervision, whose control is diminished by thi, same structure

that necessitates the formation of the informal organization, and who by

training are likely to regard the informal organization as a form of counter-

productive goldbricking. Thus, it may be that the plannables are providing

the essential fabric of their department informally, and this is reflected

in tne finding that the plannables, despite their structural disadvantage and

lesser peer leadership, do not lag behind the assigneds on peer group inter-

vening and end-result variables.

It is also possible that respondents' frame of reference in filling out

the questionnaire influenced the data obtained. The items concerning "your

work group" follow the questions asking about "your supervisor," Perhaps the

frame of reference induced by the instruction to respond about "the supervi-

sor you worked with most during the last month" carried over to the work group

questions concerning "the people who report to the same supervisor" in such a

manner that respondents had in mind all the people who, along with him, reported

to Supervisor X most during the last month. Thus, when answering the peer

leadership items, the plannables might have had in mind the particular collec-

tion of persons with whom they worked most during the past month, and these

likely would not be the persons most important to them in their informal

organization Thus, due to the transferred frame of reference, the plannables

might not have responded about the peer group in which most plannable peer

leadership takes place. This would result in data underestimating the amount

of plannable peer leadership. The assigneds, on the other hand, are likely to

have an informal organizational structure that overlaps to a greater extent with

their formal work group structure, such that the questionnaire measures would

not likely underestimate total assigned peer leadership to as great a degree.

Though there are no reportable data relevant to this issue, the invest-

igator's impressions from scounting the side support the notion of the informal

organization. The majority of both plannable and assigned employees have been

employed at this refinery since before the plannable structure was put into

operation approximately a decade ago, and many have been with the company

since World War II. Men who have shared so many years of experience on the

job will undoubtedly continue to have important social relations even after

the imposition of a structure that attenuates normal work group forces.
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No differences between rlannables and assigneds in public social interaction

were visible to the research team during questionnaire administration- Both

seemed to have the normal characteristics of cliques, peer leaders, isolates,

etc. Thus, perhaps the data are evidence of the durability of social

structures, even in the face of handicapping structural conditions.

On the basis of the data at hand it is impossible to determine the nature

and strength of the informal organization in this population. The question-

naire was not designed to measure this It is similarly impossible to gauge

the influ °nce of seniority on the present findings. If a population of all

new inductees were placed into a plannable structure, with no carryover from

prior group experience together, would the level of group-relevant interven-

ing variables still be as high as those of a similar population of assigneds?

How important is the greater loyalty to the company that the plannables report

in maintaining this structure, a loyalty not likely to be found in new

inductees? If the basic assumption of most group dynamicists, that groups are

inevitable and ubiquitou., (Cartwright and Zander, 1968, p.23), is true, then

perhaps enough group characteristics would emerge even among former strangers

to maintain a plannable department,

Another possible coping mechanism would be the group meeting, discussed

earlier in connection with the finding that plannables reported that their

supervisors hold significantly more frequent group meetings. The group

meeting could be a tool by means of which goat oriented behaviors are encouraged,

information is disseminated, and the basic conditions required for collective

efforts are established. It is conceivable that more frequent meetings

compensate, at least in part, for the lack of stable work group structure.

It should be pointed out, however, that simply having meetings does not

guarantee favorable results. Likert (1959) has reported evidence collected

by Floyd C. Mann that "a supervisor is better off never to hold a meeting than

to conduct meetings of his work group in such a manner that the men feel he is

not interested in their ideas-7a finding with an obvious bearing on attempts

to improve, say, the amount of teamwork and interaction among subordinates"

(p. 79). Data concerning the quality of the plannables' meetings, in addition

to their frequency, would be needed in order to evaluate such meetings as a

coping mechanism
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A final suggestion concerning coping mechanisms is based on the findings

that plannables, who attribute less control to first-level supervisors, also

score higher on system-wide variables Perhaps link-pin functions are :not

performed only by supervisors, but are distributed throughout the entir.

organizational population. And perhaps unstable structure enhances the link-

pin behavior of nonsuoervisory employees The kinds of intervening variables

on which the plannables exceeded the assigneds support this notion.

Conceptualizing a more even distribution of link-pin functions parallels

the notion of leadership behaviors distributed among both supervisory and non-

supervisory personnel, and could lead to ways of thinking about expanding the

total amount of linkage in the organization. Perhaps making more organization

members link-pins would raise the overall level of intervening variables, and

subsequently end-result variables also.

Fit with Previous Research

Part of the present findings conflict with previous theoretical work and

empirical findings. Bowers and Seashore (1966) state that "there are both

common-sense and theoretical reasons for believing that a formally acknowledged

leader through his supervisory leadership sets the pattern of mutual leadership

which subordinates supply each other" (p 249). They then present data

supporting their conclusion that "there is a close relationship between all

managerial characteristics, on the one hand, and all peer characteristics on

the other" (p. 257). This conclusion is not supported by the present study,

since the assigneds lead in all peer leadership measures despite the lack of

any clear pattern in the supervisory leadership indices. Thus, in the present

study the best predictor of peer leadership is not supervisory leadership, but

structure. These seemingly conflicting findings can be reconciled by recalling

that both supervisory leadership and organizational structure are causal

variables (Likeet, 1967, p. 29). Given a fairly constant structure, such as

characterized the insurance agencies investigated by Bowers and Seashore, the

expected relationship between supeNisory and peer leadership was detectable.

However, in the present study the effects of another causal variable,

structure, overrode the effects of supervisory leadership and had strong

impact on peer leadership. Thus, though the effects of structure were

controlled by Bowers and Seashore by selecting similarly structured agencies,
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structural effects emerged as the most potent causal variables 'in the present

study, where populations were selected for analysis so as to maximize variance

in structure. This suggests that in general structure may account for a

greater proportion of the variance in peer leadership than supervisory leader-

ship would account for.

Porter and Lawler (1965), in their review of research on organization

structure as an independent variable, conclude that "increased attention in

the future to research on structural properties of organizations should

improve our understanding of the way people think and behave when they function

in their jobs within organ' ations" (p.49). The finding of structural effects

here leads the present investigator to agree with their conclusion.

In addition, investigation of the effects of unstable organizational

structure is timely. Blauner's (1964) notion of the trend toward alienation

in industry as an inverted U, with automated continuous-process technology

marking a point of recovery toward health, and Burns and Stalker's (1961)

analysis of the organic structure emerging in an industry characterized by

accelerating technological innovation, point to the growing need for studying

the effects of the structural consequences of such changes at all levels in

the organization.
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ISR
INSTITUTE FOR SOCIAL. RESEARCH / THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN ANN ARBOR. MICHIGAN 44106

This questionnaire is a part of a study being conducted by The
University of Michigan Institute for Social Research in conjunction
with your company. In the broadest sense the goals of this study are
to learn more about how people work together in organizations and how
to use what is learned for making the work situation even more sati-
fying and productive.

If this study is to be helpful, it is important that you answer
each question as thoughtfully and frankly as possible. This is rot a
test; there are no right and wrong answers. The important thing is
that you answer the questions the way you see things or the way you
feel about theF.

All individual responses to questions are completely CONFIDENTIAL.
Although none of the questionnaires, once they are filled out, will ever
be seen by anyone in the company, to ensure confidentiality please do not
place your name on the questionnaire.

Completed questionnaires are processed by automated equipment.
Computers summarize the answers in statistics' form for those work groups
large enough se that individual responses cannot be identified. Your

supervisor will then have the opportunity to discuss the summarized find-
ings with you and your fellow employees.

The University of Michigan Staff
Ann Arbor, Michigan

0 Copyright 1968, The University of Michigan

SURVEY RESEARCH CENTER / RESEARCH CENTER FOR GROUP DYNAMICS CENTER FOR RESEARCH ON UTILIZATION OF SCiENTIFic ILNOWLEOGI
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INSTRUCTIONS

1. Most questions can be answered by filling in one of the answer
spaces. If you do not find the exact answer that fits your case,
use the one that is closest to it.

2. Please answer all questions in order.

3. Remember, the value of the study depends upon your being
straightforward in answering this questionnaire. You will not
be identified with your answers.

4. This questionnaire is designed for automatic scanning of your
responses. Questions are answered by marking the appropriate
answer spaces (circles) as illustrated in this example:

c.

C F

0.
Q. -00C C

-.5
6

=o oa
CO ILL. CO 0

Q. Which is the only marking instrument that will be read
properly? 0 0

5. Please use a soft pencil (No. 2 is ideal), and observe carefully
these important requirements:

Make heavy black marks that fill the circle.
- Erase cleanly any answer you wish to change.
Where written numbers are called for, stay

well within the area designated.
- Make no stray markings of any kind.
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011: Read these answer

categories aver carefully --,..
Then onswer each of the fallow.
ing questions by blackening in
the numbered circle under the
answer you want to give.

to
V

V
V

0

1. To what extent is the company generey q(Sck to use
improved work methods?

2. To what extent does the company have a reel interest in
the welfare and happiness of those who work here?

O 0 ®

FS

3. How much does the company try to improve werlring coi,ai0 tions?
0

4. To whet extent do persons in your work group know what their jobs
are and krow how to do them well? 0 0 0

5. To what extent does your company have clear-cut, reasonable
goals and objectives? 0 0 0 ®

6. To whot extent are work activities sensibly organized in
this company? 0 0

7. To what extent are the equipment end resources you hove to da
your work with adequate, efficient, and well-maintained?

O 0 G 0
8. To what extent dces the company make on effort to help

employees get and maintain a goad income?O 0 0
9. To what extent do you feel a real responsibility to help

the company be successful? 0 Q 0 0 0
10. How adequate for your needs is the amount of ;nformotion

you gel abut whot is going on in other departments
(or shifts): 0 0

11. How receptive ore those above you to your ideas and
suggestions? 0 0 0 0

12. Te what extent are you toll] w'Icit you need to know to do
your job in the best possible way? 0 0 0 ® 0

13. To what extent do persons in your work group keep tool,
other informed about important events and situotions?O 0 0 0 0

14. How hard do people try to see that their supervisor and his
superiors get full ond accurate information about work
problems? 0 0 0 0 0

15. To what extern do you hove o feelin of loy_o0 lty toward

this company?

16. How are differences and disagreements between persons or
units handled in this company?

O Disagreements are almost always avoided, denied,
or suppressed

Disagreements are often avoided, denied, or suppressed

03 Sometimes disagreements are accepted and worked
through; sometimes they are avoided or suppressed

Disagreements are usually accepted os necessary and
desirable and worked through

Disagreements are almost always accepted as necessary
and desirable and are worked through

NOTE: Read these answer
categories over carefully. ---,-
Then answer each of the follow
ing questions by blackening in
the numbered circle under the
answer you want to give.

17. All in all, how satisfied are you with the persons in your
work group? 0 0 0

18. All in all, how satisfied are you wit0 h your supervisor?
0

19. All in all, how satisfied are you with your job?0 0 0
20. All in all, how satisfied are you with this company,

compared to most others? O 0 0 0 0
21. Considering your skills ond the effort you put into the work, how

satisfied are you with your pay? 0 0 0 0 0

22. Why do people work hard on this company?

O Just to keep toeir jabs and avoid beirg chewed out

0 To keep their jobs and to moke money

C) To keep their jobs, mike money, ond to seek promotions

To keep their jobs, make money, seek promotions,
and for the saiisfoction of a job well done

O To keep their jobs, make money, seek promotions, do
a satisfying job, and because other people in their
work.group expect it GO ON TO PAGE 4 IN111100
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23. To what extent do you enjoy performing the octuol dayto-day
activities that make up your job? O 0 0 0 0

24. How much do you look forword to coming to work eoch day?O 0 0 0 0
=t

25. To what extent are there things about working here (people,
policies, Of conditions) that encourage you to work hard?O 0 0 0 0

tz

26. To what extent do you fed your pay is related to how much
you help your compony be successful?O 0 0 0 ®

NOTE: Read these answer
cotegories over carefully.
Then answer eoch of the follow.
ing questions by blackening in
the numbered circle under the
answer you wont to give.

E

ce3

0

or

-o
a

Q

in general, how much say or influence does each of the following
grouts of people have on what goes on in your department?

27. Lowest - le /el supervisors (foremen, office supervisor., etc.)O 0 0 0 0
28. Top managers (president, vice presidents, heads of large

divisions, etc.) 0 0
29. Employees (people who hove no sulnordinotes)O 0 0 0 0
3Q. Middle manogers (department heads, area managers, etc.)O 0 0 O 0
31. In general, how much soy or influence do yig hove on what

goes on in your work grim? ® 0 0 0

32. How are objectives set in this company?

O Objectives are announced with no opportunity to raise
questions or give comments

O Objectives are announced and explained, and an

opportunity is then given to ask questions

0 Objectives are drown up, but are discussed with
subordinotes and sometimes modified before being issued

Specific alternative objectives are drawn up by supervisor
and subordinates are osked to discuss them and indicate
the one they think is best

°Problems ore presented to those persons who are involved,
and the objectives felt to be best are then set by the
subordinates and the supervisor jointly, by group
participation and discussion

33. In this company, to whot extent are decisions mode at those
levels where the most adequate and accurate information

is available? 0 0 0 0
34. When decisions are being mode, to what extent are the persons

affected asked for their ideas? 0 0 C) C) I

35. People at all levels of a company usually hove know-how
that could be of use to decision-makers. To what extent is 1

information widely shared in this compony sa that those who
make decisions have access to all available know -how?O 0 0 0 0

36. To what extent are the persons who make decisions aware
of problems at lower levels in the company?O 0 0 0 0

37. To what extent do persons in different departments plan
together and coordinate their efforts?O 0 0 0 0

38. In working with other departments, problems are bound to
arise from time to time. When these problems do occur, to
what extent ore they handled well?
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39. 2lINiti of the following best describes the manner in which
problems between departments are generally resolved?

Little is done about these problemsthey continue
to exist

0 Little is done about these problemsthey work
themselves out with time

0 The problems ore appealed to a higher level in the
organizationbut often ore still not resolved

® The problems are appealed to a higher level in the
organization and ore usually resolved there

0 The prOblems are worked out of the level where
they opl.ear through mutual effort and understanding

IDENTIFICATION OF SUPERVISOR: Take the
separate sheet with the names of all the super-
visors in your company or division. Find your
supervisor's nome on the list (he's the person
you report to directly). Now, copy the number
you find to the left of his name in these boxes.
Below each box blacken the circle shot is num-
bered the some os the number in the box. If your
supervisor is net on the list, print his (or her)
name in this space below:

NAME

@CDC=
C)000000000000000000000000
0000®00000
CXXXX)
0®000

PLEASE ANSWER QUESTIONS 40
THRU 58 ABOUT THE PERSON

YOU IDENTIFIED. SUPERVISOR

MEANS THE PERSON TO `WHOM

YOU REPORT DIRECTLY.

40. When your supervisor has problems related to the work, to what
extent does he use group meetings to talk things over with his

subordinotes ond get their ideas? 0 ® ® 0 0

41. To what extent does your supervisor handle well the technical
side of his jobfor exorr.ple, general expertness, knowledge of
job, technicol skills needed in his profession or trade?O 0 0 0

44. When you talk with your supervisor, to what extent does he
pay attention to what you're soying?

This is how it is now: 0
This is how I'd like it to be: 0 0 0 0 0

45. To what extent is your supervisor willing to listen to
your problems?

This is how it is now: O 0 0 0 0
This is how I'd like it to be:0 0 0 0 0

46. How much does your supervisor encourage people to give

their best effort?

This is how it is now: 0 0 0 0
This is how I'd like it to be: 0 0

47. To what extent does your supervisor maintain high stondards
of performance?

This is how it is now: tQ 0 0 0 0s
This is how i'd like it to be: 0 0 C) 0 0

48. To what extent does your supervisor set example by work-

ing hard himself?

This is how it is now: O 0 0 0 0
This is how I'd like it to be: 0 0 0

49. To what extent does your supervisor encourage subordinates
to take action without waiting for detailed review and
approval from him?

This is how it is now: O 0 0 0 0
42. To what extent does your supervisor pull both for the company

and for his men? This is how I'd like it to be: 0 0 0 0 0O 0 0 0
50. To who, extent does your supervisor she -11 how tz, improve

43. How friendly ond easy to approach is your supervisor? ycur performance?

This is how it is now: 0 0 0 0 This is how it is now: 0 0 0 0 ®
This is how I'd like it to be: 0 0 0 () C) This is how l'd like it to be: 0 0 0 0 0

54 GO ON TO PAGE 6 10111.1
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51. To what extent does your supervisor provide the help you
need so that you can schedule work ahead of time?

This is haw it is now:

This is how I'd like it to be: 0 0 0 0 0

52. To what extent does your supervisor offer new ideas far
solving job-related problems?

This is how it is now: 0 0 0 0 0
This is how I'd like it to be- 0 0 0 0 0

53. To what extent does your supervisor encourage the persons
who work for him to work as a team?

0
0

This is haw it is now: 0 0 0 0
This is how I'd like it to be:) 0 0 40

54. To what extent does your supervi
work for him to exchange opinion

sor encourage people who
s and ideas?

This is how it is now: 0 0 0 El'

This is hox I'd like it to be 0 0 0
55. To what extent do you f of your

and trust in you?

56. To what extent do you hove confi
supervisor?

NOTC: Read these answer
categories over carefully.--___.
Then answer each of the follow.
ing questions by blockening in
the numbered circle under the
answer you wont to give.

0
0

supervisor has confidenceO 0 0 0 0
dente ond trust in yourO 0 0 0 0

O

c.

0

V

Z < X
57. How often does your supervisor hold group rieetinss where he

and the people who work for him can really discuss things
together?

This 's how it is now: 0 0 0 0 0
This is how I'd Ike it to be- 0 0 0 0 r)

u
X
V
Vt
Z
>
o
0

I^

..-
It
X0
0

7-
...-

0
0

1^

..-
at.

0
co
E0o
0

1
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o

1.-

740

Ou

0

58. How much does your immediate supervisor need eoch of the
following to be a better manager?

a. More information about how his people see ond feel
about thini_s: 0 0 0 0 0

b. More information about principles of good monagement:O 0 0 0 0
c. A change in the kinds of things he personally feels

are important: 0 0 0 ® 0
d. Greater ability in handling the technical side or the

odrninistrative side of his jobC) 0 0 0 0

e. Practice in making use of informotion he °treacly has
about how his people Feel, how to be a good manager,

etc.: 0 0 0 0
f. A situation that lets him do what he already knows how

to do and wants to do: 0 0 0 0 0
9. More interest in and concern for the people who work

r him 0 0 0 0 0
IN THE QUESTIONS BELOW, WORK GROUP MEANS Ail.

THOSE PERSONS WHO REPORT TO THE SAME SUPERVISOR.

59. How friendly and easy to approach are the persons i- your
work group?

This is how it is now O 0 0 0 0
This is how I'd like it to be: 0 0 0 ®

60. When you talk with persons in your work group, to what
extent do they pay attention to who% you're saying?

This is how it is new: O 0 0 0 0
This is how I'd like it to be: 0 0 0 ® 0

61. Ta what extent ore persons in yc'r work group willing to
listen to your problems?

This is haw it is now: 0 0 0 0 0
Tnis is haw I'd like it to be fJ (D 0 C)
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7c.

o o
0

62. How much do perons in your work group encourage each other
to give their best effort?

This is how it is now: 0 0 0 0 0
This is how I'd like it to be: 0 0 0 0 0

63. To what extent do persons in your work group maintain high
stcndord. of performance?

69. To what extent do persons in your work group exchange
opinions and ideas?

This is how it is now: 0 0 0 0 0
This is how I'd like it to be: 0 0 0 0 0

70. To what extent do members of your work group plan together
and coordinate their efforts? 0 0 0 0 0

This is nw it is now: 0 0 C 11. To what extent does your work group makegood decisions
and solve problems well? 0 0 0 0

This is how I'd like it to be: 0 0 0 0

64. To whet extent da persons in your s ark group help you find
72. To what extent do you feel that you end the other persons in

your work group belong to a team that works together?
ways to do a better job? 0 0 0 0 0

This is how it is now: 0 0 0 0 C 73. To what extent do you hove confidence and trust in the
persons in your work group? 0 0 ® 0

74. Sex:

O Mole 0 Female

75. When did you first cc- to work here?

This is haw I'd like it to be: 0 0 0 0 0

65. To what extent do persons in your work group provide the
help you need so that you con plan, organize, and schedule
work ahead of time?

This is how -t is now: 0 0 0 0 0
O Less than 1 year ago 0 Between 10 and 15 years ago

This is how I'd like it to be: 0 0 0 0 0
0 Between 1 and 5 years ago 0 Between 15 and 25 years ogo

66. To what extent do persons in your work group offer each
cther new ideas (Pr solving job related problems? 0 Between 5 and 10 years ogo © More than 25 years ago

This is how it is now: 0 0 0 0 0 76. Into what age b: Jcket do you fall?

This is how I'd likw it to be: 0 0 0 0 0 0 25 years or under 0 41 years to 45 years

67. How much do persons in your work group encourage each other 0 26 years to 30 years © 46 years to 55 years
to work as a team?

This is how it is now: 0 0 0 CJ
-

Thiw s is how I'd like it to be: 0 0 0 0 0
1.4 .1- . 71. How much schooling hove you find?

.68. How much do persons 'n your -work group emphasize a team gool?, 0 Some grade school
Tki's is'how if is now: 0 0 0 0 0

. r
Q Compled grade school

how l'erlike it to be: 0 0 0 0
0 Some high school. . . .

0 31 years to 35 years 0 56 rears or over

36 yews to 40 years

5
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78, While you were growing up - -soy until you were eighteen- -
what kind of community did yUll live in for the most part?

O Rural oleo or form

O Town or stroll city

0 Suburban area near large city

0 Large city

79. What is your primary wage or salary classification?

O Hourly (2) Piece rote

0 So /cried, non-exempt !paid for overtime worked)

O Salaried, exempt (not raid for overtime worked)

O Commission

80. On the basis of your experience and information, how would
you rote your work group on effectiveness? Flow well does
it do in fulfilling its mission or achieving its goals in
comparison with other work groups in the company?

O The work group does a rather poor job

0 Fair

O Good

Very good

The work group does on excellent job

o>

0

C

C
0

81. To whot extent do you find ,1 difficult to sleep or night
because you keep thinking of what happened of work during
the day? 0 0Q 0 0

82. ro whot extent does your joh make you feel nervous and

lumpy 0 0
83. To whot extent were the results of the lost survey for your

own work group made available to you by your supervisor ?0 0 Q 0
84. In discussing the results of that survey, to what extent did

your immediate supervisor ask for the ideas and opinions of
persons in your work group? 0 0

85 How helpful were the results el the last survey to your
work group? 0 0 0 ®
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ON SEPARATE SHEETS YOU WILL FIND ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS.
PLEASE ANSWER THEM IN THE SPACES PROVIDED BELOW.

860 0
870 C)

880 0
890 C)

90 0 C)

910 0
()

C)

0
0
0
(D

0
0
0
0
0

0

0

0
0

0
0

no0 0
0
0
0
0

92 0)

93 0

94 0

95 0

96 0

97 0

98 0

99 0

100 0

101 0

102 0

103 0

104 ()

105 0

106 0)

107 0

108 0

109 0

111 0

112 0

113 0

114 0

115 0 © 0 0
116 0 0 0 0
117 0 0 0 0

118 0 0 0 0 0
119 0 0 0
120 0 0 0 0 0
121 0 0 0 0
122 0 0 0 0
123 0 0 0 0 0
124 0 0 0 0 0

125 0 0 0 0 ©

126 0 0 0 0
127 0 0 0 0 0
128 0 0 0 0 0
129 0 0 0 0 0
130 0 0 0 0 0
131 0 0 0 0 0
132 0 0 0 0 0
133 0 0 0 0 0

134 0 0 0 0 0
135 0 0 0
136 0 0 0 0
137 0 0 0 0

143 0 0 0 0


